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Abstract 
Field cress (Lepidium campestre L.) is a biennial self-pollinated plant with a small 
genome size. The ever-increasing global population alongside climate change 
prompts urgent actions to save the ecosystem. Domesticating multi-purpose species 
such as field cress could be considered as part of the solution to mitigate the 
challenges posed by climate change and population growth. In addition to the oil 
producing potential, the domestication of field cress in arable lands has multitude 
effects – such as protecting environmental contamination and contributing as food 
and feed uses. In clues of these potentials, identifying the genomic variation 
underlying important traits using genomic tools is pivotal approach in field cress 
domestication. 

The main goal of the research in this thesis was to develop genomic tools for 
field cress domestication, specifically aiming at constructing the genetic linkage 
map, identifying the quantitative trait loci (QTL) underpinning domestication 
traits, and elucidating the common genetic variants associated with the seed yield 
as well as seed oil, protein, and moisture contents in field cress. An integrated 
mapping approach were performed to developing the first genetic linkage map for 
field cress. Relying on the linkage map, the identification of domestication QTL 
using linkage analysis as well as common variants using genome-wide association 
study (GWAS) were succeeded. Furthermore, the developed linkage map will be 
used in guiding to develop the reference genome using whole-genome sequencing 
(WGS) in field cress. Given further functional genomic efforts, the identified QTL 
and single variants could facilitate the process of domestication and genomics-
assisted breeding in field cress, including the use of evolving approaches such as 
genome-wide prediction in the field cress. 

Keywords: Cytogenetics, Domestication, GEBV, Genomic selection, GWAS, LD, 
Oil, Protein, QTL, WGS 
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Preface 
The sustainability of agriculture and food security goals are influenced by the 
intensified threats of climate change alongside the rising human population 
sharply. Domesticating new plant species – such as field cress – could 
counteract the impacts of environmental contamination while meeting the food 
demands of the growing population. Field cress can be grown as a green cover 
crop in the arable lands, which could combat the environmental pollution (e.g. 
preventing leaching sensitive minerals). Given the tremendous advances in 
whole-genome sequencing (WGS) along with high-throughput phenotyping, it 
could be more feasible to explore the underlying genes of complex quantitative 
traits in the field cress domestication. 

In addition to the published papers and manuscript, this thesis describes the 
focal genomic approaches for unravelling genomic variations associated with 
key traits of field cress. It begins to explain the construction of genetic linkage 
map intertwining with different mapping approaches as a hallmark to the rest 
of the genome-wide analyses. Next, it explores the identification of 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying domestication traits of field cress 
using genome-wide linkage analysis. Following this, it continues with the 
detection of common variants associated with agronomic, physiological, and 
economic important traits, particularly with the detail illustrations using seed 
yield genome-wide association study (GWAS) in the field cress.  

In this GWAS analysis, the use of naive linear model (i.e., in the absence of 
both the population stratification and kinship components), using population 
stratification alone, using kinship alone, and simultaneous use of population 
stratification and kinship are described. Additionally, the inability of the 
current GWAS standard procedures with low minor allele frequency and rare 
loci as well as possible alternatives are discussed. Finally, the thesis ends 
summarizing with the major findings along with vital perspectives in field 
cress domestication and breeding.  



In moving from SNP-trait association to function, these identified QTL and 
single variants could plausibly guide the hypothesis of finding trajectory 
genetic mechanisms controlling domestication and desirable agronomic traits 
in field cress. Furthermore, these QTL and single variants could serve as 
templates to the still-growing field; i.e., genomic selection. Certainly, these 
QTL and common variants could lay a foundational framework of genomics-
led domestication and breeding in field cress. 

The overall work of this thesis was extended beyond the expected time 
schedule. In addition to the late delivery (at the end of the PhD study) of 
genotyping, developing the final genetic linkage map by combining multiple 
mapping approaches in a new species, mainly without reference genome, was 
not only challenging and cumbersome but also led to unexpected delays. 
Furthermore, implementing field phenotyping across three environmental sites 
of Sweden along with developing high-throughput protocols in field cress were 
some of the ambitious performances, contributing enormous workloads in this 
PhD study. 

All these and other unexplained challenges were confronted and resolved. 
However, I was not alone, but rather the final successful achievements of this 
research thesis were the combined efforts and enthusiasms with my 
supervisors, highly respected scientists across the world (i.e., from the United 
Kingdom, Poland, and Canada), courageous employees of the SLU branch 
campuses (i.e., Uppsala, Lanna, and Alnarp) as well as with the kind supports 
from MISTRA-Biotech project.  
Thank you so much for all the lessons and passions I have acquired throughout 
my studies.  

Zeratsion Abera Desta 
Sweden, 2020 



Dedicated to all my family members and friends 

Dedication 
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1.1 Botanical description of field cress  
Field cress (Lepidium campestre L.), a highly self-pollinated biennial plant, is a 
member of Brassicaceae family (Warwick et al., 2006). The basal (lower) 
leaves form rosette (i.e., usually the leaves arranged circularly at the base) 
shape (Figure 1a–b, d), from which later emerge branched stems (Figure 1d). 
The margins of young basal leaves are lobed (dissected), toothed or entire 
shape (Figure 1a–b). The stem leaves are small arrow shapes auriculate-
clasping (i.e., extending growth of leaf sheath towards the stem) at their base 
(Figure 1c), with partially toothed or entire leaf margins. The flowering buds 
are tiny grown like “broccoli” shape (Brill & Dean, 1994), and the white 
flower of field cress consists of four white petals (Elias & Dykeman, 2009). 
The time of flowering in field cress usually occurs from May to June, and it 
can sporadically extend up to July or August depending on accession and 
altitude (Seebeck, 1998) effects. 

The fruit pod, which consists of two seeds per pod, has a trapezoid-like 
shape, with a wing-like shape at the apex (Figure 1F). Field cress has variety of 
seed colours (Figure H–J) – such as brown, dark or brown dark. The 
anthocyanin pigments can be expressed in the leaves, including in the fruit 
pods of the plant (practical observations). Although field cress grows in a 
variety of soil types, mostly it is found in non-cultivated rocky area (i.e., 
xerophytic plant) around roadsides, railways, and in marginalized sites (Brill & 
Dean, 1994). Field cress is an introduced weed to United States of America and 
Canada (Elias & Dykeman, 2009), where it is endemic to Europe (Bandara et 
al., 2007).  

 

1. Introduction 
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Figure 1. Morphological descriptions of field cress. A. Young basal leaves of deeply 
lobed or dissected leaf margins of field cress B. Young basal leaves of serrated leaf 
margins of field cress. C. Stem leaves in field cress plant D. The basal leaves in the 
emergence of stem branches. E. Physiological maturity stage in field cress plants. F. 
Fruit pods of filed cress. G. Field cress after harvest maturity revealing pod shattering. 
H–J, relating the brown dark, brown, and dark colour of field cress seeds, respectively. 
(Photos: by Zeratsion Abera Desta) 

Both species have the same chromosome number (2𝑛 =	2𝑥 =	16), and 
similar small genome sizes (Desta et al., 2019). The morphological descriptors 
for L. heterophyllum resemble those of field cress. In addition to their 
differences in the growth habit, in which the field cress is a biennial whereas 
the L. hetrophyllum is a perennial plant (Gilkey et al., 1967), field cress shows 
more vigorous growth and produces more seeds per plant than L. 
heterophyllum. The stem position of the L. heterophyllum is usually prostrate 
or semi-prostrate plant, whereas field cress is an erect (Figure 1E) or a semi-
erect plant position (Desta et al., 2020). 

1.2 Domestication of field cress 
Considering the repercussion of global warming along with the alarmingly 
ever-increasing world population, the domestication of new multi-purpose 
species that could alleviate these negative consequences while fulfilling the 
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need for food and feed security is crucially important. The leaching effects of 
nitrogen and phosphorous minerals have series agricultural and environmental 
impacts. Domesticating multi-purpose species (such as field cress) could 
countervail these threats imposed by climate change (Kanter, 2018; Howarth, 
2008). Furthermore, the presence of field cress in cultivated lands could be 
used to maintain the soil nutrient cycle including the soil microbes. In addition 
to its protein content (~	24%), the winter-hardy field cress has oil (~19%) 
producing potential (Nilsson et al., 1998; Merker & Nilsson, 1995). 
Furthermore, intercropping field cress with cereals could help to manage soil 
minerals, thereby circumventing use of chemical fertilizers in agricultural soils.  

Traits related to domestication, agronomy, physiology, and economic 
importance in field cress are the plant height, inflorescence height, number of 
inflorescences, pod (seed) shattering, number of stem branches, plant 
architecture, rooting depth, leaf architecture, number of pods, flowering time, 
pod maturity, thousand seed weight, seed size, seed colour, seed yield, oilseed 
content, seed protein content, and seed moisture content. However, detailed 
research on the underlying genetic mechanisms of these traits lags behind. To 
facilitate the process of field cress domestication, as well as to enhance and 
modify its desirable traits, the use of genomic toolboxes and genomics-assisted 
breeding approaches is instrumental.  

Domestication is a systematic process of changing or shaping the 
morphological and physiological traits of cultivated plants compared to their 
wild progenitors (Diamond, 2002) for the sake of human benefit. Plant 
domestication is an intricate and a multi-stage process to reshape the 
domestication genes from their ancestors. Large seed size, reduced shattering, 
high germinability, and upright (erect plant) position are some of the main 
target traits of field cress domestication.  

1.3 High-throughput phenotyping  
Phenotyping is not only used to measure various traits in a vast germplasm 
collection, but it is also used to deliver fast and reliable data that can be used to 
link the phenotype with genotype in complex trait analysis. However, the 
classical phenotyping approach is technically cumbersome, expensive, and 
lacks accuracy (Furbank & Tester, 2011). Notably, with traits that demand 
repeated recording, underground phenotyping (e.g. root phenotyping) 
(Yazdanbakhsh & Fisahn, 2012; Singh et al., 2010), various physiological 
analysis, as well as with traits that express at different seasons are unable to 
cope with the performances in conventional phenotyping techniques. It is, 
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therefore, essential to consider the high-throughput phenotyping (Berger et al., 
2012; Cole & Chory, 2012).  

In some trait analyses, phenotyping obliges the destruction (e.g. oil and 
protein recording) of the germplasm (Berger et al., 2012). However, this 
problem can be solved by using the non-destructive, accurate, and rapid 
technique (Ecarnot et al., 2013) – e.g. near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic 
instruments. High-throughput approach employs methods such as digital 
imaging, spectroscopy or robotics-assisted phenotyping that bridge the gap 
arising from the poor performances of the field, laboratory or greenhouse 
phenotyping. The intensive and detail data through phenomics research speed-
up the analyses of genomics-assisted domestication and breeding of plants (Mir 
et al., 2019). 

1.4 Linkage, cytogenetic, and comparative maps 
Over the last two decades, various types of markers – such as restricted 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), simple-sequence repeats (SSR) and 
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers – have been developed as one 
of the tools for the genome mapping. SNPs are the single base-pair changes in 
DNA while comparing between the genomes of individuals. In comparison to 
simple SSR markers, SNPs are cost effective (Ersoz et al., 2007) and more 
abundant (Li et al., 2017; Edwards et al., 2007) across the genome of plants. 
The rapid advancement in using genome-wide markers, predominantly with the 
recent discovery of SNPs from high-throughput sequencing, has facilitated 
exploring the existing genomic variation of various wild and cultivated plants.  

As a benchmark tool, a genetic map is used to solve complex questions in 
biological sciences. The two most broadly used methods are those leading to 
genetic and physical maps. In addition to these maps, the joint use of linkage 
map with cytogenetic and comparative maps is also popular, particularly, in 
mapping the wild and novel species such as field cress (Desta et al., 2019). 
Genetic map utilizes the inherited genetic loci in a chromosome (Van Ooijen & 
Jansen, 2013). Hence, genetic mapping is the relative position of marker loci 
based on the estimates of recombination along chromosomes.  

A linkage map is liable to various flaws such as over or under 
representation of crossovers or erroneous realignment of markers, thus 
deviating or inflating the estimates of a linkage map (Cartwright et al., 2007; 
Howell et al., 2002). Using sequencing technique, the physical map represents 
a more reliable position of the DNA bases. However, a predefined linkage map 
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has a complementary assistance to order the assembled contigs in a 
chromosome while using physical mapping (Fierst, 2015; Troggio et al., 2007), 
implying that the construction of a linkage map is a prerequisite for genetic 
analysis.  

As there are pros and cons with each of the mapping techniques, combining 
linkage with less error-prone maps (e.g. integrating linkage, cytogenetic, and 
physical maps) (Desta et al., 2019; Howell et al., 2002) can provide a linkage 
map that is more reliable than either of these approaches alone. In addition to 
the substantial contributions to genome evolutionary research, cytogenetic 
mapping (i.e., dealing with specific probes and staining of karyotypes) is a 
promising technique to distinguish the inert and hot spots of recombination in a 
chromosome (Wang et al., 2006). To identify the linked loci, comparative 
mapping or comparative genomics also explores the evolutionarily conserved 
genomic regions across the ancestors of related taxa. 

The final construction of genetic linkage map has enormous benefits and 
some of these are: to locate and clone various traits (e.g. those with the 
domestication, physiological or agronomic traits), annotate and orient the DNA 
sequences (Fierst, 2015; Troggio et al., 2007), impute the unobserved 
genotypes from reference maps (Xu et al., 2015), identify the expression 
quantitative trait loci (eQTL) in gene expression analysis, investigate 
homology and whole-genome duplications between crop species, deploy and 
localize promising candidate genes (e.g. host plant resistance genes to 
pathogens and pests) in widely cultivated species (Hu et al., 2019), assist in 
genome editing, and conduct genome-wide fine map analysis. 

1.5 Quantitative trait loci (QTL) map analysis  
Linkage and QTL map analyses rely on the cooccurrence of genome 
polymorphisms with loci affecting phenotypic traits (Astle & Balding, 2009), 
after which extra validation efforts are invested to identify the responsible 
genes and mutations. These genes (i.e., Mendelian genes) often can be detected 
in known pedigrees or within a relatively large family of relatives. These traits 
usually have major effects (e.g. monogenic traits) that can be cloned through 
functional genomics (Wang, 2011). Contrarily, many of the quantitative traits 
(e.g. agronomic traits) are governed by complex genetic architecture that can 
be affected by many genes (including gene-environment interactions), each 
gene contributing small effects. The nature and function of highly complex 
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quantitative traits are poorly designated (Ahmadizadeh et al., 2016) in pedigree 
populations of linkage studies. 

Owing to the negligible influences of the environment, the major QTL are 
often suitable and stable (Li et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020) not only for 
cloning their underlying genes but also incorporating their functional alleles in 
marker-assisted selection (MAS). However, the precision of finding the exact 
location of QTL is affected by, but not limited to, population size, population 
design (e.g. F2 versus backcross population), method of analysis, density of 
markers, and trait heritability.  

In addition to the poor mapping resolution and estimation bias, QTL 
analysis is population specific, and becomes infeasible when the population 
size is small (Teh et al., 2020). Despite the limitations in QTL mapping, major 
QTL were successfully cloned in numerous plant species, for instance for 
dormancy and flowering time in Arabidopsis (Bentsink et al., 2006; Werner et 
al., 2005), fruit shape in tomato (Liu et al., 2002), glume architecture in maize 
(Wang et al., 2015), and seed shattering in rice (Konishi et al., 2006). Hence, 
given the effective recombination in a large population size, simple traits can 
be managed appropriately in linkage studies and can further be cloned for the 
purpose of gene pyramiding and MAS in plants. 

1.6 Genome-wide association study (GWAS) 
Although enormous advances have been made through linkage studies, most of 
the detected variation seems to be affected by numerous very small effect 
genes (Holland, 2007). Although linkage analysis is a suitable approach for the 
large effect loci, the substantial effects of quantitative traits become undetected 
because many loci each having tiny effect alleles. Linkage study is neither 
extrapolated in another mapping population nor is always noticed in natural 
population. Furthermore, capturing of few effective recombination events in 
known pedigrees or relatives of large family (Mohammadi et al., 2020; Huang 
& Han, 2014; Flint-Garcia et al., 2003) shifted the trend of human genetic 
analysis towards the use of genome-wide association study (GWAS). 
Additionally, the availability of common SNP variation through high-
throughput sequencing in GWAS has also led to identifying causal variants 
regulating complex quantitative traits (Tam et al., 2019). 

GWAS analysis utilizes the linkage disequilibrium (LD) that reveals linked 
genomic regions coinherited together more often than expected by chance 
alone (Ersoz et al., 2007; Flint-Garcia et al., 2003). Consequently, the variance 
explained by a marker can be used to explain the variance of another marker. 
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However, two unlinked loci either in the same or different chromosomes can 
also be in LD if they have similar allele frequencies, indicating that LD can 
also exist without linkage; for instance due to selection for a particular trait 
(Joukhadar et al., 2019). The faster the decay in LD, the higher the density of 
markers are required (Mohammadi et al., 2020; Abdurakhmonov & 
Abdukarimov, 2008; Ersoz et al., 2007); in turn, the better the precision in 
locating the genes regulating the trait. The power to detect common variants in 
GWAS depends on the spectrum of allele frequencies, the extent of LD, the 
magnitude of additive genetic variation, and the resolution of the phenotyping. 

 
Figure 2. Genome-wide association study (GWAS) steps. The initial step is performing 
detailed phenotyping and genotyping using high density SNPs on diverse germplasm 
collection. Next, quality control such as removing high missing data and imputing the 
moderately missing data, and adjusting for stratification to control false-positives in 
GWAS will be implemented. Next to this, analyzing using GWAS models, and 
identification of common variants associated with complex traits will be performed. 
The identified variants and causal genes need to be verified with post-GWAS pipelines 
(e.g. testing in a new population as well as use of mutation-based approaches). 

Each of the steps in the GWA approach, from pre-analysis until identifying 
associated causal variants, need to be followed and implemented properly 
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(Figure 2). Important for succeeding in GWAS are multi-environment trials, 
accurate phenotyping (e.g. use of high-throughput methods), genotyping with 
super-dense polymorphic SNPs, quality control (QC) (e.g. removal of markers 
with minor allele frequencies (MAF); i.e., <	0.05 or <	0.1) and imputing 
missed dataset or unobserved genotypes. Subsequently, defining the population 
structure, and applying the proper model in the GWA analysis to identify the 
common variants controlling complex quantitative traits. Nevertheless, finding 
the actual gene demands to explore further verification steps (Huang & Han, 
2014); i.e., a post GWAS follow-up (Figure 2) such as evaluating in 
independent population and use of gene cloning or isolation techniques.  

1.7 Genomic selection 
The use of GWAS has been continuing in plants, livestock and human 
genetics; however, each identified locus explains only a tiny fraction of the 
trait heritability. Moreover, many of the GWAS hits are in non-coding regions 
of the genome, thus complicating the efforts of post-GWAS verification in 
humans (Edwards et al., 2013). To account the infinitesimal effects of highly 
multigenic variants, genomic selection (GS) or genome-wide selection (GWS) 
was first proposed in livestock (Meuwissen et al., 2001), accounting variation 
across the whole-genome.  

Unlike to GWAS, SNP markers are not treated separately in GS models but 
employed simultaneously. GS or GWS models – such as penalized or Bayesian 
regressions – are used to drag back the residual variances towards the 
population mean (e.g. genomic best linear unbiased prediction, GBLUP) or use 
of both shrinkage and selection methods such as BayesB model (Meuwissen et 
al., 2001). The success of GS relies on designing a relevant training 
population, which in turn depends on the outcome of the breeding population 
(Desta & Ortiz, 2014; Lian et al., 2014). Additionally, GS is also affected by 
other interacting comprehensive factors such as population size, the genomic 
architecture of the trait, the density of polymorphic markers, and the types of 
model employed. 

Contrary to GWAS, which emphasizes on estimating SNP effect separately 
on diverse individuals, GS depends on the allele sharing among individuals to 
eventually predict the genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) in 
unobserved phenotypes. Hence, relatedness between the training and breeding 
population is a pivotal backbone to maintain prediction accuracy (Desta & 
Ortiz, 2014), whereas unrelated individuals are a nuisance in GS. Nevertheless, 
GS is not in place to replace the GWAS, nor is for linkage study; but it rather 
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complements to either with one these approaches (Sawitri et al., 2020; Spindel 
et al., 2016). Most likely, with the advances and the opportunities of rapidly 
declining cost of whole-genome sequencing (WGS), along with the use of 
high-throughput phenotyping, GS is widely to hold more promise (Müller et 
al., 2017) than employing either GWAS or linkage analysis for mapping 
variants contributing to complex traits.  
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The principal goal of this research was to develop genomic tools as well as to 
highlight the molecular breeding approaches for field cress domestication. The 
specific aims were to: 
 
Ø develop genetic linkage map using integrated approaches of linkage, 

cytogenetic and comparative maps (Paper I), 
Ø elucidate the genomic regions associated with domestication QTL in field 

cress (Paper II), 
Ø estimate the LD and identifying the genetic variants in seed oil, protein, 

and moisture contents, as well as in the seed yield of field cress using 
GWAS approach (Paper III), and  

Ø Assess the progresses, opportunities, and prospects of genomic selection in 
plants (Paper IV), which may become a useful tool to further accelerate 
field cress domestication. 

  

2. Goals and objectives of the research 
thesis 
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3.1 Mapping population and Genotyping field cress 
The 503 offspring in the F2 population; i.e., half-sibs of two subpopulations, 
were obtained from a cross between L. campestre and L. heterophyllum 
species. Genomic DNA was isolated from the leaves of F2 individuals with 
some modification of cetyltrimetheylammonium bromide (CTAB) method 
(Saghai-Maroof et al., 1984). DNA samples from 503 individuals were sent to 
Edinburgh Genomics (https://genomics.ed.ac.uk) for genotyping using iSelect 
Illumina Infinium method. SNP chips were custom designed from restricted 
amplified DNA (RAD) sequences that were implemented on diverse Lepidium 
samples (Lopes-Pinto et al., 2016). Removing the unfit quality markers, 7624 
SNPs were further employed to genotype the 503 F2 individuals.  

3.2 Genetic linkage map construction  
In the preliminary quality control (e.g. missing values ≥ 5% and highly skewed 
segregation with 𝑃 <	0.0001), 3623 SNPs and 13 F2 individuals were 
excluded, while 4001 loci were retained in 490 individuals (Figure 3). Further 
quality inspection yielded 1517 SNPs and 482 individuals out of the 7624 
SNPs and 503 individuals, respectively. From these loci (1517 SNP loci), 1401 
and 116 corresponding to commonly and uniquely segregating loci, 
respectively were distributed across the eight linkage groups (LGs) of field 
cress (Figure 3). Genetic mapping was performed with JoinMap 4.1 version 
software (Van Ooijen, 2006), using maximum likelihood of mapping approach. 
We used the Haldane’s (Haldane, 1919) mapping function, and LG map was 
visualized in ‘Synbreed’ package (Wimmer et al., 2012). The extent and 
patterns of SNPs across LGs were illustrated using 3-dimensional (3d) 

3. Methodology 
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principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) in R version 3.6.3 software package (R 
Core Team, 2019). 

 
Figure 3. The multi-stage procedures of genome mapping in field cress. In total,7624 
SNPs were used to genotype 503 two F2 half-sib subpopulations. In the initial quality 
control, 3623 SNP loci were excluded, and 4001 SNPs in 490 F2 individuals were 
retained. After subsequent quality inspection, 1556 commonly segregating loci and 460 
uniquely (loci segregating in either of the two half-sib populations) segregating loci 
remained for 487 individuals. Further analysis generated linkage map in field cress, 
resulting in 1517 mapped on eight linkage groups (LGs). The generated linkage map 
was combined with cytogenetic and comparative maps to construct the final genetic 
linkage map in field cress. 

The basic local alignment search tool nucleotide (BLASTN) search versus 
the coding sequences of A. thaliana genome (TAIR; www.arabidopsis.org) 
were implemented to detect the sequence similarities in field cress genome. 
Conserved synteny regions between field cress and Arabidopsis were annotated 
as described in Gao et al. (2017). 

3.3 QTL map analysis 
Genotyping of 428 F2 hybrids (two half-sib families) of field cress were 
implemented to generate the linkage map, while phenotyping on seven 
domestication traits was performed with the F2:3 individuals in a field trial. 
These domestication traits were: plant height, inflorescence height, pod 
shattering, stem number, plant architecture, and leaf morphology. To identify 
QTL associated in field cress genome, we employed the multiple QTL 
mapping (MQM) algorithm in MapQTL version 6 software (Van Ooijen, 
2009). Both the genotyping and linkage map construction was accomplished as 
described above in linkage map section.  
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3.4 Genome-wide association study (GWAS) 
A total of 61 ecotypes (including three samples of L. heterophyllum) of field 
cress, most of which were from Sweden, were phenotyped across three sites; 
i.e., Alnarp in southern Sweden, Lanna in western Sweden, and Uppsala in 
central Sweden. Each of the ecotypes were planted with four replications 
across these sites. Phenotyping for agronomic (seed yield, kilogram per 
hectare, kgha-1), economic-valued (seed oil and protein contents, percent, %), 
and physiological (seed moisture content, %) traits was undertaken. Following 
the described methods, the seed moisture (ISO665:, 2000), oil (Troëng, 1955), 
and protein (ISO/TS_16634_2:, 2009) contents were analysed using high-
throughput infra-red spectroscopic technique, while phenotyping of seed yield 
was implemented conventionally.  

The ecotypes of field cress were genotyped using 1517 SNPs. The 
association of trait and marker loci was performed as illustrated in Yu et al. 
(2006) using mixed linear model (MLM) equation (Figure 4):  

 
Figure 4. The mixed linear model (MLM) employed for genome-wide association study 
(GWAS) in field cress. The 𝐲	is the phenotypic record (e.g. seed yield, Kgha-1), the E1, 
E2, and E3 was corresponding to the three environments i.e., Alnarp, Uppsala, and 
Lanna, respectively. The SNP loci are the allelic dosages with 1, -1, and 0 representing 
the two homozygote (i.e., 1 and -1) and the heterozygote (i.e. designated as 0) 
genotypes, respectively. The 371 of the 1517 SNP loci were employed in field cress 
GWA study. The four subpopulations were represented P1 – P4 in the 𝐐	matrix. The 𝐯 is 
the mean effects of subpopulations while the G1 to Gn in the 𝐙 matrix were random 
genomic background indicating each of the ecotypes in the field cress, and the 𝐞 is the 
residual effect of the association mapping experiment.  

where 𝒚 is a vector of the observed phenotypic records (e.g. seed yield in 
Kgha-1). The 𝐗, 𝐒,	and 𝐙 represent incidence matrices for the environment, 
allelic dosage, and polygenic background that link the 𝐲 to the vectors of 
environmental effects (𝛃), SNP effects (𝛂), and polygenic background effects 
(𝐮), respectively. The subpopulations are designated in 𝐐 matrix mapping the 
𝐲	to the vector of population effects (𝐯). In this study, the principal component 
analysis (PCA)-based stratification was implemented. The values of 𝐐 matrix 
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vary depending on the employed approaches; i.e., either with the PCA results 
(Price et al., 2006) or STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2003), which groups 
individuals based on the likelihood inferences on multilocus genotypes. 

The mixed model (Henderson, 1984) combines the components 𝛃, 𝛂, and 𝐐 
as fixed effects and the	𝐮 as random effects corresponding to the best linear 
unbiased estimates (BLUE) and the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUP), 
respectively. In this analysis, the environment, population structure, SNP 
effects were treated as fixed effects while the kinship, i.e. the covariance 
between the ecotypes, was considered as random effects. The variance of the 
random effect 𝐮 is 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐮) =	 δ@A𝐊; where 𝛿DA is the genetic variance and 𝐊 is 
the kinship matrix inferred from ridge regression best linear unbiased 
prediction (rrBLUP) package (Endelman & Jannink, 2012). The variance for 
the random effect 𝐞 is Var(𝐞) = δGA𝐈, where δGA	is the residual variance and 𝐈 is 
an identity matrix.  

To select the significantly associated variants, the false discovery rate 
(FDR) of the 𝑞 −values (i.e., the adjusted 𝑝 −values) at 𝑞 <	0.05 (Storey & 
Tibshirani, 2003) and the unadjusted 𝑝 −values at 𝑝 <	0.01 were considered. 
The extent of LD , 𝑟A, across the genome of field cress was estimated with the 
‘genetics’ package (Warnes et al., 2013). A plot for pairwise 𝑟A between SNPs 
within LG map was implemented using ‘LDheatmap’ package (Shin et al., 
2006). The LD plot was visualized in ‘Synbreed’ package (Wimmer et al., 
2012). The significantly associated common variants underlying the complex 
traits were visualized with Manhattan plot in ‘qqman’ package (Turner, 2014). 
All the analyses described including the MLM were implemented in R version 
3.6.3 software package (R Core Team, 2019). 
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4.1 Genetic linkage map construction (paper I) 
As the mapping population consisted of two half-sib subpopulations, first the 
commonly segregating loci in both subpopulations were analysed. Next, these 
results were combined with the uniquely segregating loci, generated a total of 
2016 loci (Figure 3). The final linkage analysis using genome-wide SNP arrays 
resulted in 1517 loci, distributed across the eight LGs of field cress (Figure 3; 
Figure 5a). The total map length was 566.07 cM, with a maximum of 115.90 
cM	in LG7 (Figure 6). The number of conserved synteny and skewed 
segregation was 866 and 483 of the 1517 loci in field cress (Figure 6), 
respectively. In addition to ascertain mapping quality (Zuo et al., 2019), the 
segregation distortions have biological significance, for instance in QTL 
mapping (Xu, 2008); however, not all skewed segregations are employed to 
improve quality in linkage mapping. 

 

4. Results and discussions 
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Figure 5. Linkage map construction in field cress. A. The distribution of loci across the 
eight linkage groups (LGs) of field cress. Numbers above the x-axis indicate the 
number of markers in each LG. B. Visualizing the pattern and distribution of loci 
across the eight LGs of field cress using 3D principal coordinate analysis (PCoA). 

To reveal the pattern and distribution of loci within and between LGs, we 
used the 3D PCoA (Figure 5b) as it assists to visualize spuriously associated 
loci in linkage mapping (Farré et al., 2011). Similarly, along with the 
distribution of loci, the split gaps generated in LG5 and LG7 were clearly 
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visualized (Figure 5a; Figure 5b). However, the fragmentation of LGs was not 
because of the occurrence of independent LGs. Instead, as suggested with 
additional cytogenetic analysis (Desta et al., 2019), the split regions or the 
heterochromatic sites existed in both field cress and L. hetereophyllum 
ancestor, and these gaps have been continued to exist after their evolutionary 
divergence these species. Nevertheless, developing reference sequence and 
future coordinated research in field cress are very important to fully resolve the 
issues of fragmentation in LG5 and LG7.  

 

 
Figure 6. The overall information on the linkage mapping. This information includes 
the number of markers, linkage group (LG) map length (𝑐𝑀), segregation distortion 
(Seg.D), and conserved synteny in field cress. 

4.2 Identifying domestication QTL in field cress (paper II) 
The linkage map developed from 428 F2 individuals were combined with the 
seven domestication traits – phenotyped in F2:3 segregating population– to 
identify the underpinning QTL in field cress. Associated QTL were identified 
in all LGs, totalling 27 QTL (Figure 7). Among the domestication traits and 
LGs, the least number of QTL was recorded in stem number (one QTL) and in 
LG4 (one QTL). 
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Figure 7. Identified QTL underlying domestication traits of field cress per linkage 
group (LG). The percentages inside parenthesis indicate the total phenotypic variation 
contributed by each of domestication traits in field cress.  

The joint research on genetic and archaeobotany provides insights on the 
processes and timing of domestication in plants. The archaeobotany evidence 
shows that evolutionary rate of indehiscent seeds in cereals is slower than seed 
size (Fuller, 2007). In these crops, the evolution via domestication could take 
thousands of years until it gets fixed (Purugganan & Fuller, 2011; Purugganan 
& Fuller, 2009). Despite the gradual fixation of alleles in traits such as seed 
shattering, identifying and integrating underlying genes have been successfully 
achieved, e.g. the panicle spreading (SPR3) locus (Ishii et al., 2013) and that 
for seed awning in rice (Bessho-Uehara et al., 2016), and a Q major resistant 
gene to shattering in wheat (Simons et al., 2006).  

The Btr1 and Btr2 controlling brittleness in rachis (Pourkheirandish et al., 
2015) and Nud regulating free-threshing (the separation of chaffs from seeds) 
after harvest (Taketa et al., 2008) are also typical examples of domestication 
genes that contribute in grain yield improvement of barley. Similar evidence in 
non-brittle rachis (shp1 and shp2 genes) has been illustrated in buckwheat 
(Matsui et al., 2004; Matsui et al., 2003). With the essence of translating these 
results altogether, further efforts of cloning and characterizing genes 
underlying domestication QTL could enhance not only the process of 
domestication, but also contribute to integrate promising alleles in field cress 
improvement. 
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4.3 Identifying variants using genome-wide association 
mapping in field cress (paper III) 

The high-throughput phenotyping (for seed oil, protein, and moisture contents), 
as well as conventional phenotyping (for seed yield) was accomplished in the 
ecotypes of field cress that were planted and evaluated in Sweden across three 
agro-ecological sites. The half-decay distance – that is the distance at which the 
average pairwise squared correlation (𝑟2) is half of its maximum value – for the 
whole-genome in field cress was ~37.8 𝑐𝑀, corresponding to a LD (𝑟2) of 
~0.176. The patterns of LD within LG2 are visualized in Figure 8.  

The nature and extent of LD in the study population has various 
evolutionary and agro-ecological benefits but not limited to: (1) determine the 
genetic drift or population bottleneck, (2) know the mapping resolution and 
experimental design of a population (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003), (3) identify 
associated loci with a trait of interest, (4) detect gene mutation and signatures 
of selection (Kim & Nielsen, 2004) in study population, (5) define the 
population structure (Rossi et al., 2009), and (6) shape and organize genetic 
variation in species population.  

We found long stretch of LD estimate in field cress genome. As the 
extended segment of LD contains many linked genes, it is essential to shorten 
this into small pieces of LD while capitalizing both recent and ancient 
recombination events (Mohammadi et al., 2020; Ersoz et al., 2007) in field 
cress. To implement this, use of the nested association mapping (NAM) 
(Brachi et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2011) or multi-parent advanced generation 
inter-cross (MAGIC) (Huang et al., 2015) population in field cress GWAS is 
very important. Despite the differences in the details of applications and 
benefits, the use of either NAM or MAGIC starts with proper selection of 
founder lines, followed by intermating and selfing to develop inbred lines, 
could potentially increase the effective recombination by reshuffling specific 
regions of the genome that was originally in LD (Brachi et al., 2011) with a 
trait of interest.  
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Figure 8. The LD plot in linkage group (LG)2. The pattern of LD among haplotypes of 
LG2 is expressed by the differences in the patterns of the colour from white (the lowest 
LD, i.e., 𝑟2	=	0) to deeply intense brown colour (the highest LD i.e., 𝑟2	= 1).  

The choice between NAM and MAGIC population depends on different 
factors, mainly on time and cost to develop the inbred population as well as the 
objective of the research. For example, to detect epistasis effects as well as to 
eliminate the influence of population structure in association mapping, MAGIC 
seems more desirable than NAM population (Holland, 2015). Moreover, 
MAGIC population is promising to shorten the extended chunks of LD in 
inbreeding species (Cockram & Mackay, 2018). Nevertheless, compared to 
NAM population, MAGIC approach utilizes larger population alongside the 
multiple crossings that are technically demanding and takes longer time 
(Arrones et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2015) to develop the inbred population. 
Furthermore, as various alleles are crossed and recombined, MAGIC 
population could introduce more bias and uncertainty relative to NAM 
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population (Cockram & Mackay, 2018) when further gene cloning steps are 
applied. 

GWAS (for seed yield along with seed oil, protein, and moisture contents) 
generated 13 associated variant loci across the LGs in field cress (Table 1). 
Unlike to linkage study, almost impossible to handle small size population 
(Risch & Merikangas, 1996), GWAS was able to identify associated QTL 
despite the small sample size and coarse mapping resolution (371 of the 1517 
SNPs) in field cress. Similar GWA analyses were achieved with small 
population size such as in Arabidopsis (Atwell et al., 2010) or in wheat 
(Bellucci et al., 2015). Nevertheless, to detect the modest size effects of highly 
complex quantitative traits especially with the use of whole-genome 
association scans, a larger sample size is definitely crucial. 

Table 1. Identified number of loci for seed yield as well as for seed moisture, oil, and 
protein contents of field cress. 

Trait Number 
of loci 

Linkage  
group 

Total  
R2 (%) 

Moisture content 5 2, 3, 6  35.13 
Yield 5 2, 4, 6, 7 4.28 
Oil content 1 6 5.80 
Protein content 2 2 0.12 
Total 13 - - 

 
The use of naïve (without controlling the population structure) linear model 

led to increasing the number of associated variants for seed yield GWAS 
(Figure 9a-b). In line with this, the use of kinship without considering the 
population structure delivered the same results of associating variants in field 
cress (Figure 9e-f), thus indicating that the covariance between ecotypes could 
have less significance (Astle & Balding, 2009) when population stratification is 
neglected. The inappropriate use of subpopulations (Figure 9c-d) generated as 
equivalent associated variants as in using naïve linear model (Figure 9a-b). In 
other words, the high inflations were mainly either because of the disregard of 
population structure or because of imprecise use of population stratification in 
field cress seed yield GWA analysis.  
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Figure 9. The Manhattan and QQ-plots for seed yield in field cress GWA analysis using 
polymorphic SNP loci. A–B. The naïve mixed linear model, which excludes both the 
population structure and kinship parameters, its corresponding QQ plot. C–D. A model 
considering two subpopulations in the GWA analysis, and its QQ plot. E–F. A model 
considering kinship alone in the GWA analysis. The horizontal red lines show the 
significant threshold level at 𝑝 < 0.01 (unadjusted p −value), whereas the horizontal 
blue lines indicate the q − value (i.e., adjusted p −value) at p <	0.05. 

The results in Figure 9 were reversed (i.e., reduced the association results) 
when considering proper subpopulations (Figure 10a-d), suggesting that 
population structure is a huge contributor of genetic variation (Brachi et al., 
2011; Ersoz et al., 2007) for seed yield GWAS in field cress. After the proper 
adjustment of population structure (Figure 10a-c), none of the loci reached or 
surpassed the q − value (adjusted p − value) threshold level, instead 
significantly associated loci were detected while considering the unadjusted 
p − values. Correcting the population structure has weakened the power of 
association, thus likely to introduce false negatives (Astle & Balding, 2009). 
The use of proper stratification alone or in combination with a kinship 
delivered the same results (Figure 10a-d), demonstrating that the contribution 
of kinship was insignificant compared to controlling population structure in 
seed yield GWAS. 
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Figure 10. The Manhattan and QQ-plots for genome wide association study (GWAS) 
for seed yield in field cress using polymorphic SNP loci. A–B. GWAS model 
considering four population groups, and its corresponding QQ plot. C–D. GWAS 
considering both four subpopulation groups and kinship in the model, as well as the QQ 
plot. The fitness qualities were assessed using QQ plots in A and C. The horizontal red 
and blue lines in the Manhattan plots are used to indicate the significant threshold 
levels at p < 0.01 (unadjusted p − value) and q − value (adjusted p− value), 
respectively.  

The use of all loci – 1517 SNP loci– in field cress led to violate the 
assumption of the parametric analysis in the null hypothesis testing (Figure 
11b), revealing that GWA approach is unable to recognize the rare and low 
frequency variants (Gibson, 2012; Brachi et al., 2011). Consequently, these 
loci can mislead the final interpretation, thus underpowering the association 
mapping experiment in plants. 
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Figure 11. The Manhattan and QQ-plots for genome wide association study (GWAS) 
using 1517 SNP loci with naïve linear model. The polymorphic (371 loci) and non-
polymorphic (1446 loci) loci were used simultaneously. A. Manhattan plot of the 
−log10

(p-value) in the y-axis against the linkage groups of field cress. The horizontal red 
line is the significant threshold value for the unadjusted p −	values. B. The QQ plot of 
the expected versus the observed −	log10

(p-value).  

Despite genotyping with 1517 SNP markers, 1454 of the 1517 SNPs were 
excluded from further use by GWAS as these loci were low MAF (minor allele 
frequencies). Higher proportion of low MAF is not uncommon in plants, for 
example, over 40% contributed to MAF <	0.05 in the rice genome (Huang & 
Han, 2014). The presence of these SNP with low MAF does not, however, 
show their irrelevance to genetic analysis, instead they need very large sample 
size or require other proper approaches to have substantial power to detect the 
modest effect sizes of complex quantitative traits. Nevertheless, low allele 
frequency and rare variants can also be caused by genotyping error calls (Yan 
et al., 2016) . 

In spite of using broader sample size, these low MAF and rare variants may 
not be identified as these are only found in a specific population (Gibson, 
2012; Brachi et al., 2011). It is, therefore, important to adopt other 
complementary mechanisms of detecting variation controlling rare variants. 
Despite the ongoing progresses on the low frequency and rare variants, 
emphasizing on assaying the exome regions sheds light on capturing variation 
as demonstrated in human polygenic risk studies such as GWAS in 
hypertension analysis (Surendran et al., 2016). Furthermore, direct sequencing 
of rare individuals separately (Gibson, 2012), and the use of GWAS with 
whole-exome sequencing or WGS (in place of SNP arrays) (Tam et al., 2019) 
have been proposed as systematic approaches to ascertain the hidden variations 
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underlying low MAF and rare loci. Additionally, switching from GWAS to GS 
may also alleviate the challenges associated with low frequencies loci in field 
cress. 
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Genetic linkage map is a benchmark tool that is not only assisting the location 
of crucial genes but it is also instrumental in guiding the development of 
reference sequence panels. Genetic linkage map was constructed using 
judicious combination of linkage with comparative and cytogenetic maps in 
field cress. Remarkably, the fragmented LGs (i.e., in LG5 and LG7) 
established in linkage mapping (Figure 5; Figure 6) were revealed by the less-
error prone cytogenetic mapping, suggesting that these split LGs were part of 
their original haploids rather than separated LGs (Desta et al., 2019). The 
complementarity of one over the other technique bridges the gap of ambiguity, 
particularly in the fragmented LGs, thus promising to develop final LG maps 
despite the bias due to the lack of reference sequence in field cress. 

Dissecting the variance of quantitative traits and studying the underlying 
genetic mechanisms of domestication traits could play vital roles to facilitate 
field cress domestication and breeding. In response to genome-wide linkage 
study, 27 domestication QTL were estimated across all LGs in field cress 
(Figure 7). In this analysis, major and minor QTL effects were identified in all 
domestication traits except for both stem number and perenniality, which 
showed only QTL with small effects. With the aid of further evaluation and 
validation protocols (e.g. mutation-based screening or functional genetics 
approaches), the identified QTL could illuminate the process of domestication, 
as well as introgressing functional alleles into in field cress breeding programs. 

 GWAS with key agronomic, economic importance, and physiological traits 
– seed yield, as well as seed oil, protein, and moisture contents – in field cress 
identified 13 significantly (p <	0.01) associated variants across LGs of field 
cress (Table 1). Although small sample population size was employed, 
candidate variants were detected with all the traits presumably due to the high 
LD estimated in field cress genome. It is important to note that these identified 
variants were detected based on unadjusted p −value that is p <	0.01 (Figure 

5. Conclusion 
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9; Figure 10), and these were unable to reach the adjusted p −value (the same 
as using q −value) at p −0.05. This was primarily owing to the small 
population size in seed yield GWA analysis. Possibly, ecotype seeds from 
different locations may also incorporate genetic heterogeneity (Brachi et al., 
2011), thus underpowering the association mapping experiment in plants.  

Controlling the confounding effects of population stratification alone or in 
joint with kinship reduced the power of GWAS for seed yield in the field cress 
(Figure 10a–d). Furthermore, improper assigning of the subpopulations was as 
worse as neglecting the confounding effects of population stratification for 
seed yield GWAS in the field cress (Figure 9a–d). Considering the genome-
wide SNPs, sizeable proportion of field cress genome is composed of low 
MAF and rare loci in field cress. It is also worth noting that the current GWAS 
procedure is unable to handle these lower MAF loci. Hence, boosting the 
sample size along with the use of other approaches (e.g. genomic selection) are 
central for accelerating both the domestication and genomics-assisted breeding 
program in field cress. In moving from association of common variants to 
function (i.e. toward genetic mechanisms) with post-GWAS pipelines, the 
associated loci could provide clues to find the target genes or transcripts 
underlying key traits in field cress.  
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Constructing the linkage genetic map, identifying domestication QTL, and the 
associated single variants with the major economic, agronomic, and 
physiological traits are the milestones that could provide substantial insights 
for the domestication and breeding of field cress. The identified QTL and 
common variants in various traits of field cress become viable if further 
verification efforts (e.g. map-based cloning or mutation-based tools) are 
continued to validate and isolate the promising genes underpinning quantitative 
trait variants. The actual domestication of field cress can be facilitated if the 
expected obstacles and challenges are resolved on time. Determinants such as 
lack of germinability, vernalisation and flowering time, as well as issues 
related to over mineralization in field cress were described in Desta et al. 
(2020) as potential barriers that could hinder the process of domestication in 
field cress.  

The current seed oil content is very low (~19%) compare to the other oil 
producing species. Strengthening the efforts in searching high oil content 
accessions followed by intermating among different oil producing lines to 
advance the oil content in field cress is an alternative to overcome this 
challenge. In parallel to this, functional genome editing tools (e.g. CRISPR-
based approaches) could complement the ecotype-based oil improvement 
strategy in field cress. The challenges in oil composition of field cress was also 
noted previously, particularly the health risky erucic acid and the heat unstable 
linolenic acid (Andersson et al., 1999; Nilsson et al., 1998). Reducing both 
erucic acid and linolenic acid while increasing oleic acid using a genetic 
engineering approach was implemented in field cress (Ivarson et al., 2016). 
Evidently, improving the oil content and composition using cutting-edge 
genome editing tools is highly likely to be achieved in field cress.  

The members of Brassicaceae, including field cress, have constituted 
glucosinolate in their plant parts (Hopkins et al., 2009). The detail analysis in 

6. Outlook 
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glucosinolate is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is, however, one of the main 
concerns in field cress domestication. The presence of glucosinolate has 
advantages as it helps to defend against plant pathogens and pests (Hopkins et 
al., 2009; Kim & Jander, 2007), as well as assists to thrive best in unfavourable 
environmental condition such as salt affected soils or extremely dryland 
environment (del Carmen Martínez-Ballesta et al., 2013).  

On the other hand, when glucosinolate is transported from shoot or root to 
seeds, it has demerits because the seeds become unpleasant for food 
consumption (Bisht & Augustine, 2019), nor is suitable as feed intake 
(Andersson et al., 1999). In addition to finding naturally low glucosinolate 
ecotypes, the use of functional genomic approaches either to knockout (thus 
blocking) the transport of glucosinolate from other plant parts (the shoots or 
the roots) to the seeds or to reduce the accumulation of glucosinolate in the 
seeds is an important task of field cress domestication and breeding. 

Detail plant phenotyping using conventional methods lack precision that 
misinform underlying causal variants (Mir et al., 2019). It is, therefore, 
essential to develop various standard protocols to integrate the work of 
phenotyping across diverse environmental sites in field cress using a high-
throughput phenotyping technique. The challenges and hurdles mentioned 
above are not impossible tasks to achieve, particularly with the current 
declining cost of WGS. Nevertheless, finding solution in each of these 
limitations could be reliable if the whole-genome reference panel in field cress 
is made available first (Desta et al., 2020).  
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The potential oilseed field cress (Lepidium campestre L.) has a small genome 
size and is a self-pollinated plant that is endemic to Europe. However, the 
environmental, agricultural, and industrial benefits of field cress are not 
explored yet. One of the most likely options to mitigate the ecosystem 
associated problems is identifying and domesticating multipurpose species 
(e.g. field cress), thus alleviating the consequences of climate change in 
parallel with achieving the food and feed security. Planting field cress together 
with cereals in an intercropping system reduces the leaching sensitive soil 
minerals to underground water or the ocean, thus maintaining the soil nutrients 
in the plant-soil system. Normal recycling of the soil nutrient is not only useful 
for plant growth but also beneficial for the survival of soil microorganisms.  

The main aim of this thesis study was identifying key genomic variations 
associated with domestication, economical-valued, agronomic, and 
physiological traits using genomic tools in field cress. To implement this, the 
genetic linkage map was initially developed that serves as a benchmark, by 
which all the succeeding researches rely on identifying various genomic 
variants associated with key traits of field cress. Following linkage map 
construction, genomic regions underlying seven key domestication traits (e.g. 
pod shattering) were estimated, across all chromosomes of field cress. 
Furthermore, the genome association analysis in four major traits of field cress 
– the seed oil, protein, and moisture contents as well as seed yield – were 
performed. In this association study, a total of 13 common variants were 
identified. The overall noted candidate variants using both genome-wide 
linkage and association studies could accelerate the process of domestication 
and genomics-assisted breeding in field cress. 
  

Popular science summary 
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Den potentiella oljeväxt fältkrassing (Lepidium campestre L.) har en liten 
genom storlek och är en självpollinerande växt som är endemisk i Europa. 
Samtidig är de miljömässiga, jordbruksmässiga och industriella fördelarna med 
fältkrassing ännu inte utforskade. Ett av de mest troliga alternativen för att 
mildra de ekosystemrelaterade problemen är att identifiera och domesticera 
mångsidiga arter (t.ex. fältkrassing) och därmed lindra konsekvenserna av 
klimatförändringar parallellt med ökad livsmedels- och fodersäkerhet. Att 
plantera fältkrassing tillsammans med spannmål i ett samodlingssystem 
minskar läckage av jordmineralerna till underjordiskt vatten eller havet, och 
därmed bibehåller jordens näringscykel i jordsystemet. Normal återvinning av 
jordnäringsämnen är inte bara nyttig för växttillväxt utan är också fördelaktigt 
för jordmikroorganismernas överlevnad. 

Huvudsyftet med denna avhandling var att identifiera viktiga 
genomregioner som är kopplade till domesticerings-, ekonomiska, 
agronomiska och fysiologiska egenskaper med hjälp av genomverktyg i 
fältkrassing. För att genomföra detta utvecklades i första hand den genetiska 
kopplingskartan som fungerar som en referenspunkt, genom vilket alla 
efterföljande undersökningar förlitar sig på att identifiera olika genom-
egenskaper. Efter konstruktion av kopplingskartor uppskattades genomiska 
regioner som ligger till grund för sju viktiga domesticeringsegenskaper (t.ex. 
pod-splittring) över alla kromosomer i fältkrassing. Vidare utfördes 
helgenomanalysen i fyra huvudegenskaper av fältkrassing – fröolja-, protein- 
och fuktinnehåll samt fröutbyte. I denna associeringsstudie hittades totalt 13 
olika regioner. De övergripande identifierade kandidatvarianterna som hittades 
både genom genomkopplings- och associeringsstudier kan påskynda processen 
för domesticering och genomisk förädling i fältkrassing. 
  

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
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